2020-12-10: Being a Peer-Reviewer: Why Do It?
Topic and Questions courtesy of the Journal of Graduate Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
 The Role of Peer Review for Scholarly Journals in the Information Age
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jep/3336451.0010.107?view=text;rgn=maination Age (umich.edu)

Academic Primer Series: Key Papers About Peer Review https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28611894/
 Group Peer Review: The Breakfast of Champions
https://meridian.allenpress.com/jgme/article/8/5/646/34623/Group-Peer-Review-The-Breakfast-of-Champions
 Team-Based Coaching Approach to Peer Review: Sharing Service and Scholarship
https://meridian.allenpress.com/jgme/article/9/1/127/201212/Team-Based-Coaching-Approach-to-PeerReview
 Pride and Prejudice – What Can We Learn from Peer Review?
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/0142159X.2020.1774527
 Preprints: Facilitating Early Discovery, Access, and Feedback https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40037018-0451-8
 Peer Review Is a Thankless Task https://slate.com/technology/2016/09/top-peer-reviewers-are-motivated-bytheir-dedication-to-science.html
 Manuscript Review Continuing Medical Education: A Retrospective Investigation of the Learning Outcomes from
this Peer Reviewer Benefit https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/bmjopen/10/11/e039687.full.pdf
 October 2020 #MedEdPearls: Embracing the Power of Mentored Peer Review
https://harvardmacy.org/index.php/hmi/october-2020-mededpearls
 Everything You Need to Write a Peer Review Right Now https://plos.org/resources/for-reviewers/
 Discovering the Benefits of Group Peer Review of Submitted Manuscripts
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10401334.2019.1657870?journalCode=htlm20
 The Association Between Early Career Informal Mentorship in Academic Collaborations and Junior Author
Performance https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-19723-8#MOESM1
 Peer Review Incentives: A Simple Idea to Encourage Fast and Effective Peer Review
https://publons.com/blog/peer-review-incentives-a-simple-idea-to-encourage-fast-and-effective-peer-review/

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 1: What value does peer review bring to advancing our #meded community, our scholarship and
our practice? #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@ciaralee Welcome to the #MedEdChat!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@ciaralee @MedEdChat Welcome and outstanding topic. Connect with @Jon_Ilgen also interested in
uncertainty in clinical decision making! #MedEdChat

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
#MedEdChat @mededdoc im still seeing patients ..headsche? Email me!
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Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #MedEdChat
The peer-review proces enables us to publish articles that are a
trusted form of scientific communication, that have credibility. https://t.co/xekX4Zrq5E

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 Honestly, peer review has exposed me to unique theoretical frameworks and conceptual models
that I can apply to my own work. #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1: Aims to provide rigor and relevance to the publishing process. doi:
10.5811/westjem.2017.2.33430 #MedEdChat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Hi all, Sherine from Austin, TX. I’m an internist and a clinician-educator. Looking forward
to tonight’s #MedEdChat !

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1: high-quality peer reviews are CRITICAL to publishing high-quality science. We really count on our
peer reviewers! #mededchat #MedEd

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T1 Learning as part of reviewing is one of assets! Other things? #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Absolutely, really expands your #MedEd concepts and
thinking #MedEdChat @MedEdChat

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: I have also found the process of peer review to be enlightening as a current and
future author, as well as a reviewer. There's always something to learn. Peer review also keeps us
accountable ensuring we are sharing the best #meded possible. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1: Aims to provide rigor and relevance to the publishing process. doi:
10.5811/westjem.2017.2.33430 #MedEdChat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1. I like that some journals actively encourage group peer review. Group peer reviews
can be a good platform to mentor, coach & sponsor junior faculty and even senior
residents. #MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MedEd
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Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
Nearly every one of my articles has been improved by the revise and resubmit process. #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @Jon_Ilgen Thank you! Ohh I loved @Jon_Ilgen 's paper on comfort
with uncertainty. An exciting time to be exploring the subject, lots of really interesting research
happening at the moment! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 I agree with @myheroistrane that it improves my writing....because of reviewing as well as getting
reviews back #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@JudyGadde @MedEdChat T1 Agree @JudyGadde - it's part of our professional responsibility to the
feel to participate in #PeerReview - especially if one submits to journals - one needs to
review! #GoldenRule! #MedEdChat

Katie Huggett, PhD @MedEdKatie8 hours ago
T1 Peer review signals the work has value #MedEdChat

Peds Endo Chick @PedsEndoChick8 hours ago
One of my attendings said that papers let you see research happening 5 years ago, conferences let
you see what's happening 3 years ago, and peer review lets you see what's happening in the last 1-2
years. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat T1: #medEdChat Yes, group reviews, particularly involving mentoring
of junior colleagues, is great method @MedEdChat #AcademicTwitter #MedEd

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1: Provides authors with different perspectives on their work– with goal of improving the contribution to
our #MedEd #Scholarship #community of practice #MedEdChat https://t.co/BSKT2KSH3r

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Yes definitely! Has to be framed in a constructive way though #mededchat

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
Tolerance for Ambiguity Among Medical Students: Patterns of ... : Academic
Medicine https://t.co/jy2TDCKgMZ #mededchat i too interested in #ambiguity #uncertainty
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Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Nearly every one of my articles has been improved by the revise and resubmit
process. #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @JudyGadde @MedEdChat Reviewing makes me a better writer, too. #mededchat

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat I am reviewing a manuscript for a particular journal for
the first time so I asked another reviewer to give me feedback on my review before I submit
it. #mentoring is crucial to learning the process. #Mededchat #MedEd

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JudyGadde: @PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat I am reviewing a manuscript for a
particular journal for the first time so I asked anoth…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan T1 #MedEdChat
The peer review process provides formative
feedback to authors that can lead to meaningfully improvement of their papers and, hopefully,
publication! @MedEdChat https://t.co/SfZCoM3QR9

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1. Being a peer reviewer can be a powerful way to be at the cutting edge of what’s
happening in one’s field, as well as an opportunity to influence the direction of the field. But is that
enough? Do we need other ways to recognize good peer review? #MedEdChat

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @jgme #mededchat selfishly peet review makes me
better #writer #mededresearcher #thinker

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan T1 #MedEdChat
provides formative feedback to authors that can lead to me…

The peer review process

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
RT @JudyGadde: @PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat I am reviewing a manuscript for a
particular journal for the first time so I asked anoth…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 #MedEd is an incredibly small community. As such, we lean on many of the same ppl across many
of our #HPE journals, including @JournalofGME, @AcadMedJournal, & @pmeded #mededchat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat Agree @PDX_Tom Group Peer Review promotes
relationships and engagement in a #communityofpractice. And Power!! It's Opportunity for mentorship
junior
colleagues #mededchat https://t.co/XXsshcteLz DOI: https://t.co/59Gj9ghx6u https://t.co/nc5Jh2QAnD

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan T1 #MedEdChat
provides formative feedback to authors that can lead to me…

The peer review process

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Loved this recent paper by @ProfTimD and colleagues, which explored what factors
influence peer review and how open peer review could improve its
value: https://t.co/JZC7oNZaqb #mededchat

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: besides the other answers — I feel it’s hard to complain about bad science being
published if I’m not contributing as a reviewer #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat #MedEdChat That will be T3 !

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Peer review is valuable, brings perspective, links disciplines, finds errors, omissions, and oversights,
strengthens quality of eventually published work. #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
#MedEd #MedEdChat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What value does peer review bring to advancing our #meded community,
our scholarship and our practice? #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: high-quality peer reviews are CRITICAL to publishing high-quality science. We
really count on our peer reviewers! #mededc…
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MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1: Provides authors with different perspectives on their work– with goal of
improving the contribution to our #MedEd #Sch…

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
@myheroistrane @debsimpson3 @JudyGadde @MedEdChat Totally agree with this #mededchat

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@JudyGadde @MedEdChat Great point — you aren’t just giving back but gaining insight as a
reviewer. One mentor advised that I should strongly consider saying yes to a review if it’s a paper I’ll
read anyway #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 #MedEd is an incredibly small community. As such, we lean on many of the same
ppl across many of our #HPE journals, includ…

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@JudyGadde @PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat This is such a good point. My supervisor
helped me do the same thing and I found it really helpful #mededchat

Quentin Youmans @QuentinYoumans8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #MedEdChat There’s so much #value in diverse voices. Each peer reviewer brings
their unique experiences which serve to strengthen the finished product. We all learn from the peer
review process.

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@JudyGadde @MedEdChat So as a reviewer I get a free sneak peak. I’m at the cutting edge of
science

#mededchat

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @PedsEndoChick: One of my attendings said that papers let you see research happening 5 years
ago, conferences let you see what's happeni…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1: So true — principle #1 of peer-review: peer review ALWAYS results in a better paper! I’ve never
really seen an exception to this rule whether as an author or editor. #mededchat #meded

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @ciaralee: @myheroistrane Loved this recent paper by @ProfTimD and colleagues, which
explored what factors influence peer review and how…
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Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
T1 #mededchat group #peerreview can be fun teaching and learning

Bindiya Bagga, MD @bindiyab8 hours ago
@MedEdChat I view it as one of my responsibilities as an educator. As mentioned by others, it makes
me a better scholar and inspires me. Basically feeds my “why” in medicine. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @PDX_Tom @DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat Agree @PDX_Tom Group Peer
Review promotes relationships and engagement in a #community…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1 #MedEdChat
Though far from perfect, peer review can also help catch honest
errors as well as detect efforts at scientific fraud, helping sustain the integrity of our
scholarship. #MedEd @MedEdChat https://t.co/AhL2fuVTw8

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
... or that at least one associate editor believes so. #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@jprunuske T1 What about pre-print peer review? How does that add value? Does it detract from
ultimate publication? Goal is to optimize work that contributes
to #meded scholarship! #MedEdChat @mededdoc

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GME_MD T1: Absolutely - it's even more rewarding connecting
with #MedEducators in #communityofpractice. Fun is a good 3-letter word! Thanks #JGME associate
editor for insights! #MedEdChat

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Agree - visibility is good. One person has an idea, 2 build upon it, 3 learn and expand, and a crowd can
change the world. #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
The #meded field progresses through the conversations that happen in its scholarly space. Peer
review, in theory, helps to keep that conversation honest, focused, and relevant. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @jprunuske @mededdoc T1 Never tried the pre-print process. Curious what others
think of it #MedEdChat
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1: here’s 1 way to look at peer review—Your paper is gonna get peer reviewed, either before it’s
published or after. And you’d rather get a critical peer review that catches errors and/or significant flaws
BEFORE it’s published (as opposed to after)!

#MedEdChat #MedEd

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @jprunuske @mededdoc T1 #MedEdChat Uncertain about pre-print review. May
increase 'universe' of input from folks journals might not know to invite as peer reviewers.

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @jprunuske @mededdoc Good and bad, I think. Open peer review so may get more
useful critiques. 1-4 peer reviewers on a journal manuscript doesn’t capture all viewpoints (eg statistical
review). But may get inundated with comments, many not helpful #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
I should also tag the other authors of this paper @Dgymn @NopharGeifman #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@myheroistrane T1: Indeed that's it
goal.. @myheroistrane @mededdoc @PDX_Tom @GME_MD Wonder if reviewers should sign there
names as part of transparent process to authors and readers? #MedEdChat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@mededdoc That is true. If nothing else, peer review helps us “step outside” our work and start to see
it from another perspective . There’s much value in that. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@mededdoc T1 I long for my peer review group I had so those errors could be found even before the
peer review. :\ Colleagues like @DrKASimonsen & @jsnowdenlab were amazing
resources! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: Why be a peer reviewer? What value does it bring to the
individual #mededucator? #mededchat
Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
What percentage of papers are later modified, qualified, retracted, build upon, reframed? Most? All?
Preprint is a part of the scientific process. Depends on the mindset and curiosity of the reader.
Inquisitive? Critical? or... a news headline? #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1: I have lots of opinions on the topic of #preprints, many of them articulated
here: https://t.co/u3LrlTy5DG #MedEd #mededchat @LaurenMaggio @erikwdriessen
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Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@mededdoc Another step that I’d advocate for is having a group of trusted people reviewing your
manuscript before you send it out. It’s been great being part of such a group
at @BU_BMC_Rheum. #mededchat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. Peer review can be a powerful way to be at the cutting edge of what’s happening in
one’s field, as well as an opportunity to influence the direction of the field. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2: Lots of reasons to be #peerreviewer including learning, professional growth (path to EdBoard), new
ideas, opportunities for collaboration, and influence what #meded manuscripts get
published! #MedEdChat https://t.co/7YERnmuCGz

Diane Wayne @dianebwayne8 hours ago
This is truly excellent advice.

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Ask 3 doctors, get 7 opinions! #mededchat - makes responding to peer review challenging. Need solid
editorial guidance with multiple (conflicting) reviewers.

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @myheroistrane @mededdoc @PDX_Tom @GME_MD T1 For many of the open
access journals like BMC Med Ed your review is identified. Might help people to be a little less cruel
with review comments....which is something I've experienced from double-blind journal
reviews #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @mededdoc @PDX_Tom @GME_MD I’m in favor of open peer review... #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: I have lots of opinions on the topic of #preprints, many of them articulated
here: https://t.co/u3LrlTy5DG #MedEd #meded…

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
#mededchat pre-print may give final check to something egregious with more diverse eyes than
sometimes among the usual suspects of
reviewers @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane @PDX_Tom

Dr Joanna Tai @DrJoannaT8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: here’s 1 way to look at peer review—Your paper is gonna get peer reviewed,
either before it’s published or after. And you…
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Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
T2: Being a peer reviewer gives you an insider's perspective on what journals are looking for and how
to advance your own research. #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@jprunuske T1: #MedEdChat. great point. Our job as editors is to make clear how authors should
handle to peer review comments @MedEdChat

John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Peer review is about collectively contributing to scholarship and the profession. This
requires rigor and feedback. Hopefully these are used in a spirit of being helpful and
inclusive. #mededchat

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: even though I’ve gotten asked a lot more than I can say yes to since the start of the
pandemic, I still feel thrilled that someone would want my opinion on a paper #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
Yes, I think they should. I believe it keeps peer reviewers more honest and keeps them from writing
“mean” of “angry” reviews! #mededchat

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat So for early career people, reviewing can be validating and help you realize that you do
know what you’re doing and do have the expertise #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat
Interesting take here on what motivates the top peer reviewers to
work for free? https://t.co/U0vvgNwMEL “80 percent agreed that they find peer reviewing helps them
stay on top of their field.”

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @myheroistrane @mededdoc @GME_MD T1: #MedEDChat I think there can be real
value in reviewers 'signing' work, though it is complex issue because of smaller #MedEd scholarship
community as @mededdoc noted

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@rheum_cat @MedEdChat T2: Indeed journal submissions have surged along
with #Covid and #MedEducators have stepped up!! Thank you for reviewing and being professional and
saying no when you can't! #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 The value for the #mededucator is really in the form of self-directed #facdev. Learn new ways of
wording things, pick up on new methodologies. #mededchat
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Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Yep! Try to do this as an AE for @PRiMER_Journal and @MedEdPORTAL ... it can be challenging.
Authors should feel empowered to seek editorial clarification around conflicting peer
comments. #mededchat
Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Of course I choose reviews carefully — only say yes if within my area of methods or
content knowledge #mededchat
Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
#mededchat transparency great and i love learning what other reviewer(s) found and the eventual
decision @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @myheroistrane @PDX_Tom

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat
peer reviewers to work for free? https://t.co/U0v…

Interesting take here on what motivates the top

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat Why review? Some top @Publons reviewers say “Being a reviewer and
an author are two sides of the same coin. You’re morally obliged. That’s how the system works.” “Being
asked to review is a recognition that you’re an expert in a field, which is kind of an
honor.” https://t.co/ThGITBngrR

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @rheum_cat: @MedEdChat So for early career people, reviewing can be validating and help you
realize that you do know what you’re doing a…

John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 I encourage my faculty to become reviewers for #MedEd journals as a way to enter
the waters of #MedEd scholarship. Reading and providing a critique can be a good first
step. #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @mededdoc Definitely! It can be so easy to get lost in your own work because you
are so close it! Peer review helps to see the bigger picture but also focus and communicate what we
are trying to say clearly #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @Publons T2 #MedEdChat Other stated reasons to be peer reviewer? Altruism. “my
motives of reviewing are always to provide objective and constructive review comments that will
maximize the novelty of all studies’ reviewed,” https://t.co/U05hD4hSGX

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GME_MD @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @myheroistrane @PDX_Tom T2 Glad seeing
other #MedEducators reviews of same article as feedback. Yet worry that we might not be learning as
much as we could given our own biases. #MedEdChat
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat Why review? Some top @Publons reviewers say
“Being a reviewer and an author are two sides of the sam…

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @Publons T2 Love this sentiment. I view my role as a peer-reviewer to
help the authors improve. That's why I'm as detailed and careful about how I word my review
comments #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@mededdoc Just like clinical outcomes I’m medicine, scientific outcomes are better when people act
relationally. Pomposity, anger, self centeredness, all of these diminish the quality of the scholarly
discourse. #mededchat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. It would be interesting to have cross-institutional group peer review. It would be
another incentive to be a peer reviewer: connecting & networking with others who have similar
interests. Perhaps journals can help facilitate that. #MedEdChat

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Being an author &/or a reviewer adds to our personal knowledge, hopefully makes
the publication much better quality. #PeerReview is part of our prof. responsibility, too especially if we
publish. It is a contribution. But, there might be diff. side to it, too. #mededchat

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Feels good to give back to the #meded community; Support others in the academic work! Also - it is a
professional responsibility. #GoldenRule #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @GME_MD @mededdoc @myheroistrane @PDX_Tom T2 True. But I challenged the
analysis by some authors and when they responded to my critique they provided evidence to support
their approach. I learned from it but it was also good for them to provide evidence for the method they
chose #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @Publons T2: Agree and it's also professionalism - if we want to read
quality work, it we want to submit to journals, we have to continuously improve #peerreview process
and those who do it - so assure trust and integrity #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @debsimpson3 @myheroistrane @mededdoc @PDX_Tom @GME_MD T1 For
many of the open access journals like BMC Med Ed your revie…
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Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What value does peer review bring to advancing our #meded community,
our scholarship and our practice? #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2: Get CME credit for being a peer reviewer + #learning at 3
levels: @knowledge #competence #performance. It’s a Win-Win-Win! Per
2020 @ClevelandClinic study #mededchat https://t.co/X8wUfhsWvW https://t.co/Bfz6tsU9zO

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2: Lots of reasons to be #peerreviewer including learning, professional growth
(path to EdBoard), new ideas, opportuniti…

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib like the idea of institutional teams of peer
reviews #Mededchat @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 @jgme

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 The value for the #mededucator is really in the form of self-directed #facdev.
Learn new ways of wording things, pick…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @Publons T2: #MedEdChat So important that we are kind while being
constructive. Don't be the proverbial #reviewer2 https://t.co/S8lJsI1TzN

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2: I often get asked... how does one get to become a part of a journal editorial board? I think the best
way to do that is to become a reviewer and to do a GREAT job. In my experience, if you do this, you’ll
get asked to join editorial boards! #mededchat #MedEd https://t.co/MHyHP3RofV

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2: Get CME credit for being a peer reviewer + #learning at 3
levels: @knowledge #competence #performance. It’s a Win-Win-…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan We can share that #facdev with trainees and junior faculty as well. I am a big fan of
mentored peer review. #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/hZLLDAPGTw

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @rheum_cat @MedEdChat T2: Indeed journal submissions have surged along
with #Covid and #MedEducators have stepped up!! Tha…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdKatie: T1 Peer review signals the work has value #MedEdChat
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Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
#MedEdChat

Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD8 hours ago
How does one learn to be a quality peer reviewer? #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan T1 #MedEdChat
provides formative feedback to authors that can lead to me…

The peer review process

Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@rheum_cat @JudyGadde @MedEdChat . @rheum_cat Agree. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @KristinaDzara: @GLBDallaghan We can share that #facdev with trainees and junior faculty as
well. I am a big fan of mentored peer revie…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: high-quality peer reviews are CRITICAL to publishing high-quality science. We
really count on our peer reviewers! #mededc…

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Love this! How often to journals give reviewers feedback? Challenging to provide constructive feedback
to reviewers when reviewers are in short supply! Simply not invite next time? Soften with editorial
comments to the author? Other suggestions? #mededchat

Quentin Youmans @QuentinYoumans8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat It’s analogous to the value so many of us derive from #teaching. Not
only does it help the learner but we gain an even deeper understanding of the topic when we teach.
The same is true for peer review.
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1: So true — principle #1 of peer-review: peer review ALWAYS results in a better
paper! I’ve never really seen an exception…
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Nearly every one of my articles has been improved by the revise and resubmit
process. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@AlexanderRandMD I think it helps to work with someone who's experienced to give some coaching
and guidance on the first few. #mededchat
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Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @QuentinYoumans: @MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat It’s analogous to the value so many of us
derive from #teaching. Not only does it help the lea…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@AlexanderRandMD T2 Great review paper by @lainieyarris et al on peer review including papers
describing how to learn. Check it out #mededchat doi: 10.5811/westjem.2017.2.33430

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@AlexanderRandMD T2: #MedEdChat Great question. Ideal approach is to do initial reviews with
experienced mentor. Also there are some online resources discussing how to do good reviews.
Example: https://t.co/lsc5jo17lN

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@AlexanderRandMD It helps to review the other reviewer comments to see what you
missed #mededchat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@jprunuske It may be helpful for journals to provide actual examples of what they consider excellent
peer review, especially for junior faculty. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2: I often get asked... how does one get to become a part of a journal editorial
board? I think the best way to do that is…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Feels good to give back to the #meded community; Support others in the academic
work! Also - it is a professional responsib…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 T1 #MedEdChat
help catch honest errors as well as detect efforts…

Though far from perfect, peer review can also

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 3: How should peer reviewers be recognized for their contributions to advancing #meded?
Acknowledgement in the article/document, by the journal, within their institution (acad promotion),
and/or in their professional societies? #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T1 #MedEdChat
The peer-review proces enables us to publish
articles that are a trusted form of scientific commun…
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 Still wondering What value does being a #PeerReviewer bring to the
individual #mededucator? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: The #meded field progresses through the conversations that happen in its
scholarly space. Peer review, in theory, helps…

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @AlexanderRandMD T2: #MedEdChat Great question. Ideal approach is to do initial
reviews with experienced mentor. Also there…

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 I like to know what is going on in the field, read and review others' ideas and
perspectives. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @AlexanderRandMD T2: #MedEdChat Great question. Ideal approach is to do initial
reviews with experienced mentor. Also there…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @AlexanderRandMD I think it helps to work with someone who's experienced to
give some coaching and guidance on the first…

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
@KristinaDzara @GLBDallaghan We're fans of mentored peer review
for #meded #facdev too! #MedEdChat https://t.co/3kmG9mMXW7

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: Does Peer Reviewer=Co-Author? Open J Math & Physics (OJMP): peer reviewers
invited to co-author a paper as long as (s)he gives a single contribution to improve manuscript.
Why? #MedEdChat To foster #openscience #CitizenScience #JGME @AcadMedJournal DOI:
10.31219/osf.io/xv6kb
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: How should peer reviewers be recognized for their contributions to
advancing #meded? Acknowledgement in the article…

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @AlexanderRandMD T2 Great review paper by @lainieyarris et al on peer review
including papers describing how to learn. Ch…

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@DrJohn5885 @MedEdChat T2 Agree. Reading the work of others can bring new insights into our
own professional practice, teaching, scholarship. #MedEdChat
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Jasminka Criley MD, FACP, FHM @criley_md8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @knowledge @ClevelandClinic . @debsimpson3 CME credits would be so
good! #mededchat

Rheum Cat @rheum_cat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Interested if people put their @Publons metrics in CVs. Or use them in some other way
to show service #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@jprunuske T2: #MedEdChat A part of the Editors' job is to review and 'manage' comments, for sure
removing any that are inappropriate. And directing authors the aspects of reviews they need to
address. And yes, nasty reviewers do get dropped.

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T2 Plays a role in the promotion process for sure. For #mededucators they may learn
of some interesting educational approaches from doing the peer review #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@TLMedEd @KristinaDzara @GLBDallaghan T2:
Absolutely @TLMedEd and @JournalofGME and @AcadMedJournal also support group /
mentored #peerreviews! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @debsimpson3 T2 Plays a role in the promotion process for sure.
For #mededucators they may learn of some interesting edu…

OpenSci Talk @OpenSciTalk8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T3: Does Peer Reviewer=Co-Author? Open J Math & Physics
(OJMP): peer reviewers invited to co-author a paper as…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @namethca: @DrJohn5885 @MedEdChat T2 Agree. Reading the work of others can bring new
insights into our own professional practice, teachi…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: @KristinaDzara @GLBDallaghan We're fans of mentored peer review
for #meded #facdev too! #MedEdChat https://t.co/3kmG9mMXW7

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Yes. #mededchat
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MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: @KristinaDzara @GLBDallaghan We're fans of mentored peer review
for #meded #facdev too! #MedEdChat https://t.co/3kmG9mMXW7

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @TLMedEd @KristinaDzara @GLBDallaghan T2:
Absolutely @TLMedEd and @JournalofGME and @AcadMedJournal also support group / m…

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
@mededdoc Agreed. Our outstanding reviewers are a top priority our editorial board recruitment
efforts. That way we know the candidate is oriented to thoughtfulness in providing feedback to
authors. #mededchat

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
association btw early career informal mentorship ...collaborations & jr author performance | Nature
Comm #MEDEDchat #PeerReview: huge responsibility @debsimpson3 @JournalofGME
@GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @PDX_Tom https://t.co/tg42aha3ov

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3: Establish a competency framework for peer review enabling us to define excellence and formally
recognize those who to do for academic advancement! How about Peer
Reviewer #Portfolios! #MedEdChat https://t.co/IyKyPeau8h

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TLMedEd @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME @AcadMedJournal It is wonderful...I
wonder how many reviewers complete peer reviews with trainees or junior faculty? #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T3 I've found some journals now ask if you want your name listed in their annual published list of peer
reviewers #mededchat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T2 #MedEdChat
peer reviewers to work for free? https://t.co/U0v…

Interesting take here on what motivates the top

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
@mededdoc I always feel a little honored when I am asked to peer review for a journal. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T3: #MedEdChat Wait, where are the milestones?
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JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan T1 #MedEdChat
provides formative feedback to authors that can lead to me…

The peer review process

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 I've found some journals now ask if you want your name listed in their annual
published list of peer reviewers #mededc…

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Helps me expand knowledge of methodology, improve my quality of writing, frame questions within the
discipline and #meded, and determine new avenues for research. #mededchat

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
@KristinaDzara @mededdoc Completely agree, @KristinaDzara! Sometimes a little bit of Imposter
Syndrome sets in for me too. #mededchat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3. There are many non-monetary ways to recognize peer reviewers: - MOC & CME
credit - Help reviewers network cross-institutionally - Letters to department heads - Awards & letters of
recognition - Subscription discounts - Roles on editorial boards! #MedEdChat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2: Lots of reasons to be #peerreviewer including learning, professional growth
(path to EdBoard), new ideas, opportuniti…

Bindiya Bagga, MD @bindiyab8 hours ago
@MedEdChat So many reasons. Gives us an opportunity to contribute to advancing the field while
keeping us uptodate, a great way to involve fellows/ younger faculty (I use it with my mentees as a
teaching tool), can also be part of educator portfolio. :) #mededchat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2: I often get asked... how does one get to become a part of a journal editorial
board? I think the best way to do that is…

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @GME_MD: association btw early career informal mentorship ...collaborations & jr author
performance | Nature Comm #MEDEDchat #PeerReview…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #MedEdChat Possible forms of recognition for peer review? Give peer review more
weight in promotions or tenure consideration. Or use as a productivity measure (performance
evaluations). Acknowledge contribution of peer reviewers with the published papers
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John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@rheum_cat @MedEdChat @Publons I have seen this done. Substantial contributions should count
and be recognized. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3: Establish a competency framework for peer review enabling us to define
excellence and formally recognize those who to…

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
T3: Definitely list on your CV and should count towards academic promotion. Some institutions count it
towards a bonus. All of the above would be much appreciated. #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #MedEdChat Perhaps encourage use of platform like @Publons, as others
like @rheum_cat have mentioned? Peer review incentives: a simple idea to encourage fast and
effective peer review https://t.co/DSD6jPCZhR

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3: Let's not forget - it is an honor to be invited to be a #peerrevivewer! Perhaps need to clarify how
reviewers are invited/selected! @GME_MD @PDX_Tom @GME_MD @mededdoc to promote it's
stature #MedEdChat https://t.co/LopNqC5B4U

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
@DrJohn5885 @MedEdChat Couldn't agree more! It's expecting a great deal of oneself to go right into
publishing without presenting and reviewing a lot first. It's a normal part of research degree training, for
instance. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T3 Not gonna pretend that I would like to see a bigger discount for APC's from open access journals if
you do a certain number of reviews #mededchat
Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde8 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @MedEdChat I love all of these ideas, @DrSherineSalib! #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
#MedEdChat #MedEd

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2:#mededchat
(not) easy to understand.

It is rewarding to do the 'puzzle', and figure out why a manuscript is
It is a challenge to formulate my feedback in a real helpful way, or in

such a way I would like to receive it myself.

It contributes to my own learning.
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Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
Many of us would have many more publications if this were widely adopted! Interesting question on
what contributes meaningful contributions, substantial contributions, etc... #mededchat Supports
community, #equity, #diversity, not individualism. I like it.

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @GME_MD @PDX_Tom @mededdoc Yes, it would be interesting to learn more about
process that each journal uses to select their peer reviewers, for sure! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T3 #MedEdChat Perhaps encourage use of platform like @Publons,
as others like @rheum_cat have mentioned? Peer revi…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3: Let's not forget - it is an honor to be invited to be a #peerrevivewer! Perhaps
need to clarify how reviewers are inv…

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske8 hours ago
I used the metrics for my promotion portfolio

Kathryn Andolsek @GME_MD8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom #mededchat really like some recognition in promotion /your peers value your input on
other peers! Done right big
contribution @myheroistrane @debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc

Kate Simpson, PhD, RNC, FAAN @KateRSimpson7 hours ago
Yes, good strategy if joining an editorial board is a goal.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @debsimpson3 @GME_MD @PDX_Tom @mededdoc I think one key is to show
interest! If you want to review for a journal, tell them! #MedEdChat

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3: Establish a competency framework for peer review enabling us to define
excellence and formally recognize those who to…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T3: here’s a super controversial suggestion… Should we pay peer reviewers? There are a few models
out there where peer reviews can get paid for their work, but for the bulk of scientific journals, I don’t
think it’s a place we’re going to go anytime soon... #MedEdChat #MedEd
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Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@KristinaDzara @debsimpson3 @TLMedEd @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME @AcadMedJournal T2
: #MedEdChat Doing mentored reviews is great experience and mutually rewarding. Try to do these
with my newer junior colleagues.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: @DrJohn5885 @MedEdChat Couldn't agree more! It's expecting a great deal of
oneself to go right into publishing without present…

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske7 hours ago
RT @DrSherineSalib: @MedEdChat T3. There are many non-monetary ways to recognize peer
reviewers: - MOC & CME credit - Help reviewers netw…

John Lowry @DrJohn58857 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: @DrJohn5885 @MedEdChat Couldn't agree more! It's expecting a great deal of
oneself to go right into publishing without present…

TLMedEd @TLMedEd7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 Love the idea of a peer review portfolio. And reviewing/editorial philosophy
statements! #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@GME_MD @PDX_Tom @myheroistrane @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc T3: Agree with acknowledge
contributions in papers. Sometimes you feel like you've helped them write the paper! Other forms of
recognition - #peerreviewer ratings/rankings - every journal has them in some form. Provides
documentation of excellence! #MedEdChat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib7 hours ago
@mededdoc T3. And here’s a controversial response: If a journal will make the authors pay to publish
their paper, they should be paying their peer reviewers. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@mededdoc T3: #MedEdChat Some peer review is paid, like statistical 'consults', but yes, there just
isn't the $$ in #MedEd publishing to pay reviewers @MedEdChat @debsimpson3

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom T3: #mededchat But on the other hand, I can't help to think sometimes: how much of my
own writing could I have done if I had not reviewed this manuscript?

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde7 hours ago
@mededdoc I am inclined to say no. I feel that would alter the incentive too much. What do others
think? #mededchat
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Londyn Robinson (Rheuminate) @londyloo7 hours ago
This chat looks important for anyone doing research

I am just looking and learning

Bindiya Bagga, MD @bindiyab7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #PetPeeve alert lol Deserves more recognition and education mileage than it currently
get. Maybe MOC/CME/ ? acknowledgement just something palpable as it can seem thankless and
doesn’t get the prestige it deserves in a traditional CV. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@mededdoc T3 I don't necessarily think we need paid. However, if there is a fee associated with
submissions to a journal you regularly review for then some sort of discount would be appropriate. They
get a lot of free labour right now so a little discount wouldn't kill them #mededchat

John Lowry @DrJohn58857 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @Publons @rheum_cat For the time I put into any one review, it’s fine to
donate it. However, incentives could get more people reviewing and a more comprehensive /helpful
review. #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 it helps with learning from others knowing new teaching and
assessment methods and innovative ideas. We can also help the colleagues in improving the article by
giving constructive feedback. I found being peer-reviewer is one of the best ways of learning #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@mededdoc T3: It's like getting "paid" for teaching, publishing. While $$ are becoming the coin of
realm in academics - an may be necessary to prioritize effort/time - it may be necessary but not
sufficient and may bankrupt the system and #scholarship in #MedEd #MedEdchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
@DrSherineSalib @mededdoc T3 #MedEdChat Largely agree. Fine point: some pay-to-publish
journals (PLOS) only charge if article is accepted. Do your pay all reviewers regardless?

Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske7 hours ago
Indeed! That said, lots of volunteer work in #meded, research, teaching, professional service,
committees etc... it is part of what being part of a professional society; we support each other. Not all
worth or work should be contractual. #mededchat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 Acknowledgement for peer review is important. Some people may not want to be
"linked" with an article they reviewed, so perhaps recognition from journal, on journal's website, would
be attractive. #MedEdChat
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Paul Haidet @myheroistrane7 hours ago
RT @DrSherineSalib: @mededdoc T3. And here’s a controversial response: If a journal will make the
authors pay to publish their paper, they…

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat

Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @mededdoc T3. Ah! It’s getting complicated now! I’d say probably yes. #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @Publons @rheum_cat T3: @Publons is very helpful. It made clear to me
how much I have done, I like the metrics, it also helps me to establish annual peer-reviewing goals, and
I can use the information for my promotion. #meded #mededchat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mededdoc T3 Agree, no need for payment. But some kind of recognition is
appreciated. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
Honored to be amongst the #JGME editors who co-hosted #MedEdChat tonight. Super lively and
stimulating chat! Thanks
to @mededdoc @GME_MD @PDX_Tom @AvrahamCooperMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/nQwZOhjUfb

TLMedEd @TLMedEd7 hours ago
@mededdoc Good question! What if #meded criticism was akin to literary criticism, with underlying
theory and degree programs and excellent commentary on published works? Perhaps invited
commentaries are a close cousin, but am thinking something more academic. #mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
RT @DrSherineSalib: @mededdoc T3. And here’s a controversial response: If a journal will make the
authors pay to publish their paper, they…

Chris Merritt @Chris__Merritt7 hours ago
Working tonight. Having serious #mededchat FOMO.

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 some journals provide certificates at the end of the year . For example
medical science educator provide the certificate at the end of the year which I cherish. Some journals
publish the names of the reviewers. It would be nice if journals give some discount APC
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Jake Prunuske, MD, MSPH @jprunuske7 hours ago
Would like to see intentional #diversity in peer review (and authors). We need to meaningfully address
inequities and disparities in #academia and #meded. Peer review is a part of that process. #mededchat

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Honored to be amongst the #JGME editors who co-hosted #MedEdChat tonight.
Super lively and stimulating chat! Thanks to…

Tom Cooney MD @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @Publons @rheum_cat T3: @Publons is very helpful. It
made clear to me how much I have done, I like the m…

John Lowry @DrJohn58857 hours ago
Depends on what the deliverable looks like. Brief review with comments = volunteer. Compensate
someone who makes substantial additions and edits, especially if it makes the difference to get
published. #mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mededdoc

I like that idea!

#mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
On Behalf of @JournalofGME & @MedEdChat we want to extend a SPECIAL THANKS to all who
serve as peer reviewers! And especially now as #MedEducator journal submissions surge
during #Covid. #MedEdChat @AcadMedJournal @MedTeachJournal @pmeded @advhlthsciedu @as
meofficial @TLMedEd https://t.co/lSPlsnm7iN

JGME @JournalofGME7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On Behalf of @JournalofGME & @MedEdChat we want to extend a SPECIAL
THANKS to all who serve as peer reviewers! And especia…

Bindiya Bagga, MD @bindiyab7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Great topic! Would love for ideas on how this can be used as a metric or “educational
RVU” and if educators are pushing for the same. Has anyone given a faculty development talk on peer
reviewing in Med Ed? Have thought about doing that here. #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Thank you again @JournalofGME! Don't forget to suggest
topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat
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Sherine Salib @DrSherineSalib7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Really enjoyed the discussion tonight. What a great group! Thanks #MedEdChat

TLMedEd @TLMedEd7 hours ago
Ditto! We can't do #meded without you, peer reviewers!

John Lowry @DrJohn58857 hours ago
@mededdoc T3 It may also depend on financials of journal. I’d like to see more transparency with
where the money from article fees goes. #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@bindiyab @MedEdChat Most #MedEd journal editors are happy to give those #FacDev Chats -- just
contact them and partner! The better our reviewers the better our scholarship!! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara7 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @KristinaDzara @debsimpson3 @TLMedEd @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME @Ac
adMedJournal T2: #MedEdChat Doing mentored reviews is gre…

Judy Gadde, DO, MBA @JudyGadde7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Thanks for having me for the first time! I will be back! #mededchat #meded #radtwitter

Bindiya Bagga, MD @bindiyab7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat Thanks!! Will do. #MedEdChat

Bernice Hausman @BerniceHausman7 hours ago
Learned how to write articles when my third one, first one sent out after the diss, got a revise/resub,
then was rejected, rinse and repeat at another journal, then another revise/resub, revise again, and
accept, with revision, at the third journal.

Diversity Tweets @diversityup7 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Would like to see intentional #diversity in peer review (and authors). We need to
meaningfully address inequities and dispa…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Thank you again @JournalofGME! Don't
forget to suggest topics by DM or email #me…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: Ditto! We can't do #meded without you, peer reviewers! https://t.co/dqyQZwdwU0
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Matt Sakumoto @MattSakumoto7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Being a reviewer really helps me frame my future submissions. It’s like being on the
receiving end of a good vs bad dc summary - you grow as an author too #MedEdChat

Laurence M Solberg @Lm_solberg7 hours ago
Definitely agree! Never take it personally, just use the comments to make your article better!

Matt Sakumoto @MattSakumoto7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 Being a reviewer feels kinda thankless but I guess it’s like paying your dues?
ReviewerCredits was offering gift cards :) #mededchat

Brent Weinberg @BrentWeinberg7 hours ago
The only way for peer reviewers of scientific literature to get paid is to buy stock in the companies who
publish the journals.

Paneez Khoury, MD @KhouryMD6 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @myheroistrane @mededdoc @PDX_Tom @GME_MD Even if names not exposed
the reviews themselves and responses would be terribly useful as proved by that recent
awful @NatureComms article in women as mentors. https://t.co/5XEbaxI9h6 #MedEdChat

Jamshid, MD @jamykshema6 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3: Establish a competency framework for peer review enabling us to define
excellence and formally recognize those who to…

Peds Endo Chick @PedsEndoChick6 hours ago
@mededdoc Looks like you stirred the pot! I think it reasonable to offer reviewers something... credit
towards their own open access article perhaps? Discounted or free subscription after a certain number
of reviews? #MedEdChat

Andre Lijoi @andre_lijoi5 hours ago
Among most important lessons learned in my creative writing course is that everything is worthy of
revision even when stamped “publish”.

Doxaab @doxaabtweets4 hours ago
Takayasu on Twitter Large vessel Arteritis Vessels involved - Subclavian Aortic Arch Pulmonary artery
Carotid C/F - Hand Claudication Biopsy - Granulamatous
Vasculitis #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #medicine #Doctor
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The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@debsimpson3 100

@MedEdChat 100

@mededdoc 89

@PDX_Tom 87

@DrSherineSalib 74

@myheroistrane 71

@GLBDallaghan 67

@AlexanderRandMD 55

@jprunuske 54

@GME_MD 54

Prolific Tweeters
@KristinaDzara 30

@debsimpson3 26

@PDX_Tom 26

@jprunuske 22

@MedEdChat 20

@GLBDallaghan 13
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@DrSherineSalib 12

@rheum_cat 10

@mededdoc 9

@GME_MD 9

Highest Impressions
@KristinaDzara 190.7K

@MedEdChat 174.0K

@PDX_Tom 76.4K

@JudyGadde 42.9K

@JournalofGME 38.8K

@jprunuske 29.3K

@rheum_cat 26.4K

@debsimpson3 22.6K

@GLBDallaghan 21.7K

@mededdoc 20.3K
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